Your National Parks
1924–5

By JOHN DICKSON SHERMAN

The national parks are a part of the United States and have been created to provide opportunities for natural history
study, for the enjoyment of the outdoors, and for the benefit of the American people. The national parks are
reserves of nature, where people can go to escape from
the stresses of daily life. They provide a place to
experience the beauty of nature and to learn about
the natural world.

The national parks were established in 1916, and
since then, they have grown to include over 100
locations throughout the United States. Each park
has its own unique features, such as mountains,
waters, forests, and wildlife.

In this article, we'll take a look at some of the
national parks in the United States and see what makes
them special.

The first national park was established in 1872 with
the creation of Yellowstone National Park.

Yellowstone National Park

Yellowstone National Park is the first national park in the United States. It is located in the northern part of
Wyoming, and it includes parts of Montana and Idaho. Yellowstone is home to a large variety of wildlife,
including bison, wolves, and grizzly bears.

The park is famous for its geysers, hot springs,
and geothermal features. These features are created
due to the park's location near a hot spot in the
Earth's crust.

One of the most famous geysers in Yellowstone is
Old Faithful. It is a cone-shaped vent that erupts
every 45 to 90 minutes, reaching a height of up to
184 feet.

In 1924, Yellowstone National Park was
expanded to include additional lands
adjacent to the park.

Other National Parks

There are many other national parks in the United States,
each with its own unique features.

The Grand Canyon National Park is located in northern Arizona and is known for its striking
red rock formations and the Colorado River that runs through it.

The Yosemite National Park is located in California
and is famous for its waterfalls, including
Lower Yosemite Falls and Yosemite Falls.

The Rocky Mountain National Park is located in
Colorado and is home to a variety of wildlife, including elk,
deer, and bears.

The Great Smoky Mountains National Park is located
in North Carolina and Tennessee and is
home to a large variety of plant and animal species.

Conclusion

National parks are important for many reasons. They
provide a place for people to connect with nature,
learn about the natural world, and enjoy
opportunities for outdoor recreation. National parks also
help to preserve and protect natural features for future
generations.

It is important to support the efforts to protect and
preserve national parks. This can be done by
visiting and learning about these special places, as
well as by supporting organizations that
work to protect and maintain them.

In conclusion, national parks are an integral part of
our natural heritage and should be
protected for future generations to
enjoy.
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End of Article

The picture given beneath shows several views of typical national park scenery. So, I think you will find this article quite
informative. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me.

John D. Sherman

W. N. G., CHICAGO, NOV. 18, 1925.

Bernard Shaw's Hymn

As the world turns, George Bernard Shaw continues to
novel, satirizing and analyzing life. In this
1925 article, he describes a hymn that he
wrote, which he calls "a hymn for all times.

The Hymn

Shaw begins by describing the need for
humanity to come together and work for the
common good. He then goes on to
mention the importance of education and
knowledge in achieving this goal.

The Hymn

Shaw's hymn is a call to action, urging people to
work together towards a better world.
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STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

Slam goes the price on used cars!

We have on hand at the present time 5 used condition in excellent condition, 4 used Seabrooks, 3 Trucks and many other good bargains in used cars to select from. Prices ranging from $25 up. See these bargains before you buy.

HOEHN & SON
Allagash, Maine

Homer Beadle, Local Agent

For High Class Registered Jersey Cattle

Attend the Complete Disposal Sale of the Avalon Dairy Co. at their farm at Bangor, Maine, beginning at noon

Saturday, June 6th

For catalogue, address

TOM DEMPSEY
Sales Manager
WESTERVILLE, OHIO

Trade in GOBES

FINE GROVE
Evan Stats of Huntington, Ind., has rented O. P. Hudson's farm and is working the stock there.

Mr. and Mrs. John M. McFarland of Chicago brought the Smith Kendall place in the Grove.

Carl Bissex has bought the tractor and the Sturtz farm is for sale.

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ferguson of Chicago are selling the Bachmeier farm at the high prices.

Mr. and Mrs. Al Thulista of Nagamia spent Saturday and Sunday with the parents at the Plain, Mrs. Thulista went back to Minges and Mrs. Thulista went to visit her folks for a week at Sturgis, Ill.

DECEMBER 11TH

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Leonhard attended the December 11th Mr. Leonhard and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pelletier of Chicago, Mrs. Pelletier and Mr. and Mrs. H. Finch of Almo and nieces and nephews spent the weekend.

Mr. Neil Dorgan and children of Donnaug spent Sunday at Andy Maben's.

Sunday visitors at Gros and children of Donavug spent Sunday at Andy Maben's.

Cajun of Louisiana

The Eight of southwest Louisiana has a new generation on some of those famed dover by Louisiana farmers, of which two were mentioned.

One of the farmers, Charles St. John, the old dover, is still with us in a single family line. He has been a dover since the younger days, and many years from his first calf, he will be ready for rearing. The Eight of southwest Louisiana has some of the finest dover in the country.

On the one of the farmers, Charles St. John, the old dover, is still with us in a single family line. He has been a dover since the younger days, and many years from his first calf, he will be ready for rearing. The Eight of southwest Louisiana has some of the finest dover in the country.
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SYNOPSE


"Yes, dear. I understand. I can re- state that. It will be hard, but it will be worth it. It's a long journey, but it's worth it."

He turned to the end of the table, and took the end of the table, and turned to the end of the table.
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**Hudson & Son**
IT PAYS TO PAY CASH

**BATHING SUITS**
You know as we tell you we face the most complete and beautiful lines shown in this section. Make your selection early and avoid late which means New Rebellion #13 Two Pieces. These are most beautiful and the last word in design. Order yours now.

Not Back and Leather Hipsters are here now. So dash off on the MARSHALL.

Every Day Prices are Special Bargains Here. But We Plan to Have Some Extra Ones on Saturdays and Wednesdays.

all day and evening. Be sure to come in to see us. Don’t wait till everything is gone.

**REIGLE’S**
FRUIT JAR SEASON
is at our store now. Be sure not to be out of the line of supply at the very best price. If you need us to send it.

**SACRIFICE CASH PRICES**

Fancy Hollowet, dinner, 4 1/2 lb. & also less
Best grade Nile Tea, 2 1/4 lb. can.
High grade Blue Ribbon Tobacco, 10 cts.
Best grade Fresh Piped Fig Pipe Tobacco, 1 cts.

In a 10 ct. package of high grade Fong<br>

Incense, 25 cts. per 10 cts.

Cut Tobacco, 5 cts.

Buy 10 cts. for mailing, smoking, or smoking. 3 cts.

Handmade Tobacco, 10 cts.

Old Mexican Cigar, 2 cts.

10 other such deals.

Get Your Supply of Ammonium Sulfate
We will have more than 1,000 cts. of Ammonium Sulfate. Get your supply now. This is very important this year.

**Harrelson Auto Sales Co.**
Gobles 665-3753

**Hicks & Taylor**
J. P. REIGLE

**COOL MEATS**
In demand by both nature and the climate. There are a number of good items, all of them, to the extent of 1,000 cts. Canned Baked Ham at 10 cts. A very good meat. We also have Bologna, stuck in 1 lb. cans, and 2 lb. cans.

Remember, we are still raising all meats and handling only Standard Oil Products.

**For a square deal—**
The Square Deal Cash Cream Station

**KELLOGG’S WHEAT FEED**
18 40 lb. per 100 lbs.

BIG STOCK BERRY CASES
Get on our warehouse.

**SEED BEANS SEED BUCKWHEAT**
In your seed requirements order today.

Use Holly Island Agricultural Hydrated Lime 100 lbs.

Our Alpha claim. Yes, we deliver with our team.

Use Idaho Grown Alfalfa
In the best choice.
Buy now and use it. When you buy it, you have a wonderful price.

Solvay Lime 3.50 per ton

**Goble Milling Company**

Goble 11-6-63

**More New Goods**

New patterns in English Bookbind in drill for suits.

Dotted Yarn and Novelty Fabrics and Ribbons inexpensive. For Costume Gifts we have many new items. Pedals, Baskets, Umbrellas, and Totes. We have a wide range of Handkerchiefs and Travel Items in our store. Call and see us. We have many more other such deals.

**More New Wonders in Garden and Nursery**
In this new Tine to See

**SATURDAY CASH SPECIALS**
See blackboard for specials on the following:

- 3 pound White Corned
- 2 pound Land
- 1 pound Lard
- 1 pound Beans

**Deliveries Service For The Busy Farmer**
We are farmers, ourselves, and we know how busy you can get in the summer season. In fact, we would say that we have a friend of ours who was "he was too busy to be busy and sad."

We have 3 trucks on your service and will deliver Hydrated Lime and Cement at a small additional charge.

We are tracking Lime every day, and remember—we are in business to stay and continue to carry the best brands. PRIMERS LIME PRODUCTS depleted—Lime is the best we have and Alpha CEMENT.

Call us by phone:
A. M. Todd Co.

**Opening Dance**
Lily Point Pavilion, Eagle Lake Friday evening, June 5 and every Friday

Fred Garton, 4.20 O’clock
Betty Garton’s Orchestra

**Stark Comfort**
**OPENING DANCE**
Lily Point Pavilion, Eagle Lake Friday evening, June 5 and every Friday

Fred Garton, M.S.
Betty Garton’s Orchestra

**Delivery Service For The Busy Farmer**

**In a Garden of Romance**

**Myers Store News**

Remember we are HEADQUARTERS for fine things for GIFTS—GRADUATIONS, Birthdays, etc. All LEATHER Padded Books, Needle and Sewing Tools, Totes, Bars, Baskets, Travel Kits, etc. We have a wide range of Handkerchiefs and Travel Items in our store. Call and see us. We have many other such deals.
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